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     PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Caliper:  17 mils  + / -  2 mils Optimum Print Tempt: 50%RH / 700 F 
Weight 340 gsm2 Base Type: Poly cotton  

Whiteness: 107 Flame Spread: **Class A 
Gloss (60o 2.1 ** Based on ASTM E84 Test Method 
pH value: 7.1 (neutral)  

Longevity: Torino 17M passes 100 year Display Permanence Rating form Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.   
Refer to Technical Bulletin: Fine Art Media Image Stability Performance 

 APPLICATIONS GUIDELINES  
 

Printer & Ink Compatibility: Torino 17M is compatible with the popular water based thermal and piezo print head inkjet printers such as 
Epson Stylus series, Canon and, Hewlett-Packard Design Jet Series, It is recommended to use with pigmented inks for longevity.  The 
use of dye-based inks can result in premature fading.  Torino 17M has a unique inkjet receptive coating that is also compatible with 
solvent, eco-solvent UV cure & latex inks. 
 
Printer Settings: For Canon iPF series, select watercolor fine art paper, highest quality. For Epson Stylus with Ultra Chrome ink/matte 
black, select smooth fine art paper, 1440 or 720 dpi. For Epson Stylus with Ultra Chrome K3 ink/matte black, select smooth fine art paper, 
1400 dpi. For Epson Stylus with Ultra Chrome K3 ink/photo black, select smooth fine art paper, 1440 dpi. For Hewlett-Packard Design Jet 
5000, select max quality, heavyweight coated paper. 
 
Water Resistance: A high degree of water resistance is present when pigment inks are used.  
 
Image Permanence:  Torino 17M passes 100 year Display Permanence Rating form Wilhelm Imaging Research, Inc.   Refer to Technical 
Bulletin: Fine Art Media Image Stability Performance.  
 
Material Storage:  Torino offers best results when used one year after manufacturing date. The unused media should be stored in its 
original packaging in the poly bag and stored at 72° F (+/-5° ). 
 

     FINISHING RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Mounting: After printing, material should be permanently attached to a rigid board, stretcher bars or frame with staples or tacks.  Using pressure 
sensitive adhesives is not recommended, as this does not prevent the material from natural environmental shrinkage over time. Shrinkage may also 
cause spacing between paneled jobs not mounted properly. All edges of the material should be affixed to the mounting surface to prevent the edges 
from curling. When stretched improperly, canvas is susceptible to edge cracking. See Magiclee Technical Bulletin “Mounting Canvas onto a Stretch 
Frame” on the Magicinkjet.com web site. 

 
Surface Protection: Museo Enhance or Clearshield liquid overprotection is recommended. It is recommended to always pretest laminates prior to 
performing actual application. 

 
     RECYCLE AND DISPOSAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Torino 17 M 
INK JET STRETCH CANVAS FOR PIGMENT PRINTER SYSTEMS 

MAGICLEE® Torino 17M is a matte finish, pH neutral artist stretch canvas designed for long-
term, fade resistant fine art or photo reproductions when imaged with pigment inks. The 
polyester/cotton blend canvas has a specifically designed coating which delivers superior color 
gamut and resolution. Torino 17M has the added bonus of water resistance when printed with 
pigment inks. 

Disposal by land fill or an approved incinerator is acceptable. See the Magic Recycle Technical Bulletin @ www.magicinkjet.com. 
 


